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Abstract

Pouch type LiFePO4-natural graphite lithium-ion cells were cycled at constant current with periodic pulse-power testing in several different
configurations. Components were analyzed after cycling with electrochemical, Raman and TEM techniques to determine capacity fade
mechanisms. The cells with carbon-coated current collectors in the cathode and LiBOB-salt electrolyte showed the best performance stability.
In many cases, iron species were detected on the anodes removed from cells with both TEM and Raman spectroscopy. The LiFePO4 electrodes
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howed unchanged capacity suggesting that the iron is migrating in small quantities and is acting as a catalyst to destabilize the a
hese cells.
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. Introduction

Much research has been devoted to the study of recharge-
ble lithium batteries for application in hybrid electric
ehicles (HEVs), where low price, long calendar life, safety
nd high power capability are required[1,2]. The active
aterials found in consumer-size lithium batteries, such as

he synthetic graphite MCMB and LiCoO2, will need to be
eplaced with lower cost materials such as natural graphite
nd cathode materials, such as those containing iron and
anganese.
In our previous studies of the LiFePO4/natural graphite

ell with a liquid electrolyte, we reported a limited cycle
ife for this cell system due to the consumption of the
ycleable lithium at the anode by side reaction[3]. This was
etermined from post-test electrochemical analysis of the
lectrodes removed from the cycled cells[4]. The addition
f a carbon coating to the Al current collector was found
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to improve the area specific impedance (ASI) of our po
cells by as much as an order of magnitude. The impr
cells also showed a 250% increase in cell cycle life for 10
DOD cycling at C/2, bringing this technology into the rea
of possibility for applications requiring high power as wel
high-energy. However, the capacity fade for these cells
still too high. Half-cell electrochemical diagnostics revea
that the electrodes maintained their original impeda
and capacity, but that capacity was still fading due to
consumption of cycleable Li from the cell[5].

Many different mechanisms have been invoked for the
planation of capacity fade occurring in lithium-ion cells, m
concerning the stability of one or both of the electrodes.
laboratory has employed many techniques to examine
ious mechanisms for power and capacity fade observ
high power lithium-ion cells containing Co-doped LiNi2
and graphite, such as (1) degradation of active materia
impedance rise of cell by formation of SEI layer, (3) lithi
inventory loss by side reaction and (4) loss of carbon as
ductive additive from cathode, etc.[6–10]. In our previous
work with the LiNi0.8Co0.15Al0.05O2 cells, performance los
was found to be a combination of loss of lithium invent
Present address: Kunsan National University, 68 Miryong-dong, Kun-

an, Chonbuk 573-701, Republic of Korea. and structural degradation of the cathode active material and
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impedance characteristics. In contrast, our early studies of
LiFePO4/natural graphite cells showed that lithium inven-
tory loss and structural degradation of the anode were most
important. The LiFePO4 cathode appears to be exceptionally
stable to long-term cycling[3,11].

In this paper, the performance of our LiFePO4/natural
graphite (NG) cell with different anodes is summarized and
additional post-test analysis of selected components with
Raman spectroscopy and TEM is presented. Early results
showed that iron was detectable on the anodes removed
from these cells. If the iron destabilizes the SEI layer on
the graphite anode, in a similar fashion to that observed with
Mn in the Li1+yMn2−yO4/graphite cell[12], removal of the
HF source, and thereby the source of the iron dissolution
from the system would be expected to alleviate this capacity
fade mechanism. We, therefore, also report some prelimi-
nary results from LiFePO4/NG cells without LiPF6 in the
electrolyte.

2. Experimental

The 12 cm2 pouch cells contained LiFePO4 cathodes and
natural graphite anodes. Some of the electrodes were used as
received from Hydro Quebec. Others were prepared in-house.
All of the cathodes contained 82% carbon-coated LiFePO
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grated confocal Raman microscope system “Labram” made
by ISA Groupe Horiba was used to analyze and map the an-
ode surface structure and composition. The excitation source
was an internal He–Ne (632 nm) 10 mW laser. To avoid local
overheating at the sample, the power of the laser beam was
adjusted to 0.1 mW with neutral filters of various optical den-
sities. The size of the laser beam at the sample was∼1.2�m,
which is about one order of magnitude smaller than the size of
an average graphite particle. The average acquisition time for
each spectrum was 40 s. The spectra were processed and de-
convoluted using PeakFit 4.0 commercial software package.
For TEM measurements, a part of the anode was dispersed
in EMC, ground lightly and then some of the particles were
collected on a copper grid. Sample preparation was carried
out in the inert-atmosphere glove-box and the sample was
then sealed in a small bottle for transportation to the Philips
CM200/FEG (field emission gun) TEM at the National Cen-
ter for Electron Microscopy (NCEM) at LBNL.

3. Results and discussion

The importance of carbon to the cycling of LiFePO4 is well
documented. The LiFePO4 used in this work was prepared
as a carbon-coated material from PhosTech. One might ex-
pect that no additional carbon, either in the cathode or on the
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<1% carbon) from the University of Montreal, 8% condu
ng carbon and 10% PVdF binder (Kureha). The NMP s
ies were cast onto three different types of current colle
1) bare aluminum, (2) carbon-coated Al (C/Al) prepa
n-house from a casting of 70 or 90% Shawinigan blac
VdF and (3) a commercially prepared collector prep
ith a proprietary technique, courtesy of Hydro Quebec.
nodes were prepared from SL20 natural graphite (Sup
raphite), Hitachi Mag-10 graphite or SNG20, a sphe
atural graphite (Hydro Quebec). They all contained 1
VdF binder (Kureha) and copper current collectors.
The 10 mAh pouch cells were assembled with Cel

500 and filled with electrolyte in an Ar-filled glove-box. T
ells were filled with either 1 M LiPF6 + EC/DEC (1:1) (EM
cience) or 0.7 M LiBOB salt in EC/DEC (1:1), courtesy
erro Chemical Corp. All cells were formed with two cyc
t C/25. Cycle-life testing was carried out at constant (
etween 2.5 and 4.0 V. A reference performance test (R
ith high-current discharge and charge pulses was carrie
very 80 cycles to characterize the cell impedance and

tor the stability of this impedance during cycling or agi
ore details of the manufacturing process and test pro
ere described in previous work[5]. After cycling, several o

he pouch cells were disassembled in the discharged sta
ach electrode was washed in DEC in the glove-box. E

rochemical, Raman and TEM post-test analysis was ca
ut on selected components.

The electrochemical analysis of electrodes before an
er cycling was carried out in half-cells with Li referen
nd counter electrodes and the same electrolyte. An
urrent collector, would be required for good performa
owever, our original cells with LiFePO4 prepared on bar
l current collector showed unacceptably high ohmic lo

3]. Taking the lead from Hydro Quebec, LiFePO4 cathode
ere prepared on several different carbon-coated Al (C
urrent collectors. The carbon coatings were less than 1�m
hick with <0.1 mg cm2. The variable-rate discharge perf
ance of LiFePO4 cathodes prepared on a C/Al and a b
l current collectors are compared inFig. 1. The LiFePO4
athode on Al foil (left figure) shows large ohmic drops
igh rates in the region of the flat plateau and a large dec
f specific capacity as rate is increased. The very thin ca

ayer on the current collector (C/Al) appears to greatly red
he contact resistance between electrode layer and c
ollector. The ohmic resistance of these cathodes, calcu
rom relaxation voltage at the end of discharge, decre
rom about 200 to∼40� cm2 with addition of the coatin
n the current collector. Performance data from cells

our types of current collector are shown inFig. 2. Based
n these results, the remainder of the cells discussed i
aper comprised cathodes cast onto either the HQ CC
BNL–C/Al CC with 90% carbon black in the coating.

The cycle performance of LiFePO4/natural graphite pouc
ells prepared from either the LBNL–C/Al or the HQ curr
ollectors are compared inFig. 3. It should be noted th
here are three different graphite anodes used in these
oth cyclability and coulombic efficiency (not shown)
ignificantly improved with the use of the C/Al in the catho
art of the improvement can be traced directly to the lo

mpedance of the cells with the C/Al. The two cells w
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Fig. 1. Discharging voltage profiles of LiFePO4 cathodes on only Al foil (left) and carbon-coated Al foil (right) for various C rates. Charging rate C/2.

the SNG20 anode show an improvement in capacity stability
on switching from LiPF6 to LiBOB-containing electrolyte. In
fact, the initial rate of capacity fade in the LiBOB cell was half
that of the LiPF6 cell. This improvement in stability was even

Fig. 2. Peukert plots for half-cell studies of the variable rate discharge for
LiFePO4 cathodes prepared on four types of current collectors.

F
S
C

Fig. 4. Area specific impedance (ASI) of pouch cells calculated from the
reference performance test (18 s discharge pulse).

more dramatic at elevated temperatures (not shown).Fig. 4
shows the area specific impedance (ASI), calculated from a
reference performance test[13], of these pouch cells before
cycling, unless noted. The ASI of cell with the LBNL–C/Al in
the LiFePO4 cathode is significantly lower than the cell with
LiFePO4 cathode on uncoated Al, but more significantly, this
low impedance is maintained during cycling. The initial ASI
from the cell with HQ components was intermediate to the
other two. The ASI of the LBNL–C/Al cell after 400 cycles is
much lower than that of older cells after 80 cycles. However,
the improved cell still has a high capacity fade rate of about
0.1% cycle. Our target for these pouch cells is 0.05% cycle or
a loss of 20% of the C/2 capacity loss after 400 cycles. Very
ig. 3. Cycle performance for LiFePO4 cells with Mag-10, SL20 and
NG20(HQ) anodes in either LiPF6 or LiBOB electrolyte, constant current
/2 cycling, 25◦C.

little difference was observed in the initial impedance of the
cells with LiPF6 versus LiBOB electrolytes. This suggests
that in this cell with a relatively low conductivity cathode that
the ionic conductance of the electrolyte is not a rate-limiting
factor.

To understand more about the fade mechanisms operative
in these cells, several of the cells were fully discharged at
C/25 before disassembly in the glovebox for post-test diag-
nostic analysis. The consumption of cycleable Li from the
cell is demonstrated inFig. 5. The first charge of the cy-
cled cathode, in a half-cell against lithium, reveals how much
cycleable lithium remains in the cell after cycling. The an-
ode samples showed voltages greater than 1.5 V versus Li
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Fig. 5. Voltage profile of cycled cathode at C/25 in half-cell against fresh Li
metal.

indicating that there is no cycleable Li remaining. Compari-
son of this first charge capacity with the full capacity on the
second cycle shows that the cycled LiFePO4 cathode con-
tains only 55% of the original Li content after formation and
cycling. About 24% was lost during anode formation and the
balance of about 21% was lost during cycling. Comparison
with the fresh cathode capacity shows that the performance
of the cycled cathode has not deteriorated; only the inven-
tory of the lithium is lost. This loss is usually associated
with the continual formation of the SEI, possibly accompa-
nied by the dissolution of the SEI. We observed gassing in
these pouch cells during cycling, consistent with a continual
oxidation of the electrolyte solvent(s). The performance of
the anodes removed from these cells was similar to that of
fresh anodes[5]. This suggests that during this side-reaction,
the SEI is maintaining steady thickness, or at least a high
conductivity. Several side-reactions with the electrolyte have
been proposed. For the Li1+yMn2−yO4/graphite cell, a mech-
anism for the destabilization of the SEI on the anode has
been proposed involving deposition of manganese, liberated
form the Li1+yMn2−yO4 cathode by proton attack[12]. The
source of protons is the well-known degradation of the LiPF6
by reaction with residual water. The improvement in cycling
stability of the LiFePO4 cells with a non-LiPF6-containing
electrolyte, suggests a similar mechanism. However, in the
case of the spinel cathode, the cathode itself has been found
t hese
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Fig. 6. Average Raman spectra of graphite anodes: Mag-10 fresh anode (a),
Mag-10 cycled in LiPF6 electrolyte (b), SL20 fresh anode (c), SL20 cycled
in LiPF6 electrolyte (d), SNG20 fresh anode (e), SNG20 cycled in LiPF6
electrolyte (f) and SNG20 cycled in LiBOB electrolyte (g).

is useful for characterizing the near-surface structure of
graphite because of its relatively large Raman scattering
cross-section. A typical Raman spectrum of graphite con-
sists of two peaks: a strong (G) band at∼1583 cm−1 and (D)
band at 1345 cm−1, which is associated with the breakage of
symmetry occurring at the edges of the graphite sheets. The
relative intensity of the D band versus G band is attributed to
the level of carbon disorder in microcrystalline graphite[14]
and is inversely proportional to the intra-planar microcrys-
tallite distanceLa [15].

Average Raman spectra from representative 52�m
× 75�m areas of a fresh graphite anode and the cycled anodes
are presented inFig. 6. Two sharp carbon bands are always
present at∼1345 and∼1583 cm−1. However, the relative D
and G peak intensities change significantly for the cycled an-
odes. The D band intensity increases substantially whereas
the G band broadens noticeably. The D/G band ratio for fresh
and cycled anodes calculated from the deconvoluted Raman
spectra of the three different types of graphite are listed in
Table 1. This ratio always increased with cycling for all of
the tested anodes, compared with the fresh electrodes. How-
ever, the anodes cycled in the LiBOB electrolytes display less
disordered carbon on the surface at the end of testing than
o loose capacity though the loss of Mn, whereas in t
ells, the LiFePO4 cathode capacity is stable[5]. However
he destabilization of the anode-SEI could be due to the
lytic effect of small amounts of iron impurities, dissolv

rom the surface or bulk of the LiFePO4, in quantities unde
ectable by XRD.

.1. Raman analysis of the anodes

Anodes removed from these cells were analyzed
icro-Raman high-resolution mapping. Raman spectros
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Table 1
D/G ratios for analyzed anodes after cycling against LiFePO4 cathodes

D/G Mag-10
(LiPF6)

SL20
(LiPF6)

SNG20
(LiPF6)

SNG20
(LiBOB)

Fresh anode 0.25 0.4 0.62 0.62
Cycled anode 0.52 0.8 1.14 0.86
Number of cycles 400 400 240 240
Percent change +108 +100 +84 +39

the anodes removed from cells with the LiPF6-containing
electrolyte.

Some of the observed carbon disordering might be inher-
ent to the formation process. However, earlier studies Li-ion
cells with Mag-10 graphite showed that the formation pro-
cess does not lead to an increase in anode disorder but that
this ratio increases with the extent of cycling[10,16]. We
found only a moderate (24%) increase in the D/G band ra-
tio for a Mag-10 anode that was cycled 480 times against a
LiNi 0.8Co0.15Al0.05O2 cathode at room temperature, which
also showed very little loss of performance.

The presence of disordered carbonaceous material in
the anode may be explained by local graphite degrada-
tion/exfoliation by the co-intercalation of ion aggregates
and protons[17], localized high rate of lithium intercalation
[8], or carbon black additive migration from the compos-
ite cathode to the anode. In all instances, graphite structure
breakdown and/or deposition of carbon black will lead to the
exposure of new graphene edges and fragments of graphene
planes to the electrolyte. These freshly exposed active car-
bon sites react readily with the electrolyte to form inorganic
products such as phosphates, carbonates and LiF. This pro-
cess results the long-term accumulation of inorganic products
at the anode as well as the transfer of cycleable lithium from
the cathode to the anode SEI, which limits the Li-ion cell
capacity.

an-
o rface
c were
c -
o nd

Fig. 7. Raman microscope spectra recorded form different locations on the
surface of anodes from cells cycled in LiPF6-containing electrolyte.

analyzed. In marked contrast to graphite D and G bands at
1345 and 1583 cm−1, respectively, Raman spectra collected
at a few locations on the anode surface displayed a group of
bands at 418, 480, 530 and 605 cm−1 and a weak shoulder
at ca. 650 cm−1 (Fig. 7). Similar Raman spectra have been
reported for�-Fe2O3 and Fe3O4 but the observed Raman
frequencies and peak relative intensities are slightly different
from literature values[18,19]. Since formation conditions for
iron oxides can strongly affect the resulting degree of crys-
tallinity, defect- or impurity-induced lattice modification or
the presence of multiple phases, one could reasonably ex-
pect differences in the Raman spectra of iron FeOx species
of nominally identical chemical composition. Interestingly,
we detected iron oxide impurities on the surface of anodes
that were cycled in LiPF6-containing electrolytes. There was

F e: (A) urity”
a of the
A semi-quantitative Raman microscopy analysis of the
de surface was carried out by high-resolution Raman su
omposition mapping. Thousands of Raman spectra
ollected systematically from 52�m× 75�m sections of an
de surfaces at 0.7�m resolution, and then deconvoluted, a

ig. 8. TEM analysis of an SL-20 anode after cycling with a LiFePO4 cathod
fter cycling, (B) TEM image, 57,000× and (C) EDX from “bulk” portion
EDX of a particle on the anode sample showing the Fe-containing “imp
anode sample.
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no clear indication of iron oxide deposition on the surface of
graphite anodes that were tested in the LiBOB electrolyte. A
small band at 1087 cm−1 corresponds to the carbonate group
symmetric stretching vibration from Li2CO3 in the SEI layer.

3.2. TEM analysis of the anodes

Further confirmation of the presence of the iron on several
anodes removed form LiFePO4/LiPF6/NG cells was obtained
with TEM and electron diffraction analysis.Fig. 8B shows
the TEM image with two areas analyzed with EDX (Fig. 8A
and C).Fig. 8A shows a small amount of Fe present in the
particle of the sample. Several similar particles were observed
in the generally graphitic mass. The parallel measurement on
anodes removed form the LiFePO4/LiBOB/NG cells is the
subject of future work.

4. Conclusions

The addition of a carbon-coated current collector to the
cathode of the LiFePO4/natural graphite cell lead to 2.5 times
improvement in cyclability. In addition, the cell impedance
was reduced by an order of magnitude and the impedance
rise during cycling was only a few percent. Post-test analysis
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